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Shared horizons 
OHIO ANO ISRAfll lANOSCAPE ARTISTS 
CREATE A COMMON 6ROUNO 

by Brian Lindamood 

The two lands would seem to be the 
least likely aesthetic partners: One is a 
small, relatively out of the way part of a 
vast continental empire. a quietly pros
perous young hamlet of lush agricul
tural tracts and booming, modern 
cities. The other is a small country, 
located at the vortex of three conti
nents, whose.four-thousand-year histo
ry is the Western world's cultural and
religious history. and whose dusty, arid 
terrain has been the object of heated 
political contention throughout that 
history. 

Ohio and Israel would seem to share 
little. But scratch the geopolitical sur
face and a wealth of aesthetic insight 
comes seeping from the ground. It is in 
the obvious differences that the two 
lands' artists have found subtle similar
ities. And it is despite the differences 
that we find the emotional connections 
we. as humans and world citizens, all 
share. This was the challenge met by 
those who forged an artistic bond in the 
Ohio Arts Council's exhibition Common 

Ground: Contemporary Landscapes 

from Israel and Ohio. 

As if to mock the stark contrast 
between the two lands. visitors to the 
Riffe Gallery are greeted by side-by
side maps of Israel and Ohio, belying 
the hemispheric distance separating 
the two. The country and the state 
appear to be the same size (actually, 
Ohio is much bigger, but is drawn to a 
smaller scale). Arrows point to each 
artist's home on the two maps-they are 
neighbors. in the arts, if not on the 
globe. 

Common Ground features 33 land
scape paintings, photogr.?,phs and 
installations from six Ohio artists and 
six Israeli artists. The Herculean task of 
selecting the participants, from an ini
tial short list of almost 90 artists. fell to 
Nella Cassouto, an independent curator 
from Jerusalem, and David Johnson, 
chief curator at the Taft Museum in 
Cincinnati. 

Together, the two exhibition cura
tors visited each of the artists. Cassouto 
said they found a lot of similar ideas, 
despite the different cultural and geo
graphical backgrounds the artists rep
resented. "It was very difficult to 
choose. We saw so many good artists, 
we could have done an exhibit at least 
three times this big." 

Johnson expanded on the similarities 
the artists shared: He said the curators 
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looked for "compairings," roughly 
matching up the six artists from each 
country with a counterpart in the other. 
The idea. Johnson explained. was to add 
intellectual breadth to the exhibit. 

For instance. Columbus' Stephen 
Pentak and Jerusalem's Larry Abramson 
each push the formal boundaries of oil 
painting, finding their subjects some
where between abstraction and impres
sionism in both technique and content. 
Cleveland photographer Holly 
Morrison and Jerusalem painter 
Yemima Ergas Vroman each use art to 
orient themselves in their cities. docu
menting small corners of their own 
worlds. Galilee multimedia artist 
Yehoshua Glotman and Cleveland 
photo-collage artist Masumi Hayashi 
bring clear socio-political elements to 
their work. offering subtle criticism of 
their home countries. 

Within the loose framework of inter
national "pairs," Common Ground dis
plays a wonderful range of variations 
on the landscape theme. Alon Porat. a 
West Galilee oil painter. offers three 
works that are evocative of 19th-centu
ry romantic landscapes. Porat's palette, 
though, is stark and muted, rendering 
the dessert oasis of his homeland in 
dark greens and dusty browns. 

Ron D. Taylor, an Akron oil painter. 
takes the romantic landscape one step 
further, using bright. storybook colors 
and bold brushstrokes. Taylor's Road to 

Onaway moves a nat landscape to the 
bottom quarter of the canvas. while a 
hazy, nondescript Ohio sky and a coun
try highway disappearing on the hori
zon dominate the work. His Restaurant 

Hill adds highway exit blight-motels, 
gas stations and fast food restaurants
to an idyllic hillside in a very unironic 
way. This is the contemporary Ohio 
landscape; no further comment is nee-

essary. 
Vroman explores this same subur

ban landscape notion from an Israeli 
perspective. Her Tel Aviv '98 is a drab 
vista of sparse balconies and rooftop 
watertanks and solar panels. View of 

Jerusalem from the Supreme Court-an 

expansive. three-panel oil-eschews 
historic landmarks or local culture for 
lookalike suburban townhouses. a 
highway and a few distant office tow
ers. "UsuallyJerusalem is painted from 
the Orthodox part. such as the Wailing 
Wall," Cassouto noted. "She specifically 
wanted to paint the secular part." 

Cleveland photographer Morrison. a 
transplanted Nebraskan. found the per
fect analugy for the wide-open plains of 
her home state: the view of Lake Erie 
from outside her warehouse studio. 
Facing North is a series of eight gelatin 
silver prints. all taken from the same 
vantage point, but they could represent 
eight different bodies of water. The lake 
provides range of contrasts. from ice 
floes to skies both light and gloomy to 
water alternately dark and choppy and 
smooth and serene. 

Hayashi's photo collages are mag
nificent. His panorama of the wonder
fully decomposing-almost organic
Brier Hill Pant, No. I layers "3-D" motion 
prints on top of a patchwork of tradi
tional photos. The artist also presents 
separate photo -collages of an aban
doned factory and the Environmental 
Protection Agency clean-up site the fac
tory left behind. It's the perfect mar
riage of medium and message: "Hayashi 
is very interested in expanding the 
boundaries of this mechanical medi
um," Johnson said. "combined with his 
interest in ecology and decaying tech
nology." This is the legacy of Ohio's 
industrial history. 

For the Ohio artists in the exhibition. 

Yemima Ergas Vroman's Tel Aviv '98 

-
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Holly Morrison's Facing North (one of 

eight units) 

Stephen Pentak's Near Wilson Bridge 

Road VIII 

top left: Yemima Ergas Vroman's View 

of Jerusalem from the Supreme Court 

( detail); top right: Ron D. Taylor's 

Tuscarawas Autumnal; right: Stephen 

Pentak's Broadwaters and Rivers 

October 1998 I. 



rnmmon Ground provides a window to 
the world from their hometown Riffe 
Gallery. "This increases the opportuni
ties of Ohio artists to go abroad and for 

the Weston Gallery in Cincinnati later 
this year before moving to the Artists 
House in Jerusalem, Israel, early next 
year. 

that marks most depictions of Israel. 
And while landscape is a seemingly 
"safe" artform, many works do com
ment on the ongoing struggle for peace 

international artists to 
come here-and increases 
cultural awareness in the 
process," Wayne Lawson, 
Ohio Arts Council execu
tive director, told visitors 
at the exhibit's opening. 
"We hope to not only 
exchange artistic 
resources between Israel 
and Ohio, but to showcase 
some of the talent that 
comes from both places, 
and to introduce new 
work." 

The Ohio Arts Council 
has participated in cul
tural exchange programs, 
collaborative projects and 
arts missions with 10 for
eign countries on five 
continents, from 
Germany to Hong Kong. 
Common Ground resulted 
from a broader cultural 
and economic trade 

in the Middle East. reflect
ing on this inescapable 
part of the Israeli terrain 
from the physical and 
emotional safety of the 
Riffe Gallery. The word 
"shalom"-a salutation of 
peace-welcomes visitors 
to the exhibit. 

"What we have here 
are several expressions 
that give a feeling about 
Israel without going into 
the political." noted Dan 
Ashbel, the consul general 
of the Philadelphia 
Consulate General of 
Israel, who joined Lawson 
at the exhibit's opening. 
"It is beautiful to see it 
here." 

Ashbel continued. "This 
shows that the contacts 
between Israel and Ohio 
are strengthening and we 
are getting closer. even 
though we are still very agreement signed by 

then-Governor George Voinovich and 
Israel's Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Affairs Eli Dayan in Tel Aviv in 1996. 
Common Ground will be presented at 

The Israeli artists in Common

Ground, meanwhile, found an interna
tional forum to portray their home 
country outside of the political turmoil 

far apatt." 
Common Ground is on display at the 

Riffe Gallery. 77 S. High St.. through 
October 16. @ 

Broadwaters and. rivers 
by Melissa Starker 

The role of any successful artist is to act as a fresh pair of 
eyes, seeing the natural properties and visual possibilities in 
scenes most of us don't examine fully. Stephen Pentak, one of six 
Ohio artists chosen for the Riffe Gallery's Common Grounds exhi
bition and the only artist based in Columbus. shows a stunning 
side of the Olentangy River area with his keen eye and graphic 
style. 

A native of the Hudson River Valley, Pentak has a strong appre
ciation for the school of 19th-century artists like Frederick Church 
and Winslow Homer that was named for his home region, the 
school that introduced land
scape painting to American 
art. The influence of these 
more traditional works is 
apparent in Pentak's paint
ings, but the strong thread 
of abstraction is grounded 
in contemporary art. 

"Before I came to Ohio 
State. University, my work 
was non-representational, 
and much more interested 
in formal or abstract properties," the artist explained during a 
recent tour of his studio. Pentak, a professor at OSU, moved to 
Columbus 16 years ago from a teaching position in Philadelphia. 
"When I came to Ohio, the first thing that happened was I missed 
the landscape I was more used to, so I started to acknowledge 
how important that was in my life. I evolved almost immediately 
upon arriving at Ohio State from an abstract painter who's dealing 
with landscapes into a style that's more direct." 

With the ne'{-1 direction his work was taking, Pentak adapted his 
painting technique, a method that uses thick layers of oil paint 
added to a piece before the previous layer is dry. Using a palette 
knife with the same precision as a brush, Pentak makes a striking 
visual statement. The noticeable texture is intensified by his deci
sion to paint on wood planks, which is harder and less porous 
than canvas. The planks are pieced together, and sometimes the 
ar tist incorporates the joints where the wood meets within the 
composition. Broadwaters and Rivers, October 1998 I, part of 

Common Grounds, is a fine example of this. 
The technical points of interest in Pentak's work are a small 

part of its visual magnetism. His use of color is especially evoca
tive. Pentak's reds are the burning embers of fall, his greens the 
verdant hue of early spring. "Color has always been one of my 
most active interests in painting, the way the colors layer and so 
on," Pentak affirmed. 

His ability to captJre natural tones is aided by taking pictures 
of his subjects. "I think the photographs have evolved to the point 
where it's kind of a comfort zone: he explained. "I also got to a 
place where I was comfortable that I could use the photograph 
with a painter's eye ... It allowed me to go to a specific place and 
say, 'I want to remember the turn of that branch, or the way that 
rock formation sits at the edge of the water." 

Pentak's familiarity with nature stems from his love of fly-fish
ing, which offers an opportunity to view some of the most idyllic 

ideas for paintings." 

riverscapes in the country. 
"It certainly is inseparable 
from why I paint these 
paintings, because I love 
rivers, the outdoors, trout 
fishing and fly fishing. It's a 
great way to go to places 
you wouldn't otherwise go, 
seek them out and interact 
with them," he enthused. 
"It put me in the places that 
really give me strong visual 

The series that Pentak is currently working on revisits favorite 
places from the Olentangy, and locations he traveled to in early 
spring in Pennsylvania and along the Beaverkill River in the Catskill 
Mountains ("An old stomping ground of mine," said the artist). 
During his trip, he created small oil paintings on paper that act as 
springboards for larger works. "They're about a time of year, and 
about a looking back towards influences on my work, places that 
have previously been important to me," he said. "In a small way, 
it's an homage to artists who were initially very important to me 
as I decided I wanted to be a painter." 

When asked how he became involved in the Riffe Gallery exhib
it, Pentak replied humbly, "It's maybe a bit of a mystery to me, but 
I'm glad I filled a niche there." Considering his affinity with the 
founders of American landscape art, and a love of nature that dic
tated his vision as an artist, Pentak is not only a logical addition, 
but an incredibly obvious choice. @ 
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Cincinnati artist Valerie Shesko painted Last light
(acrylic on canvas) in 1988. 

A broad definition 
of /,andscape has been 
brought to the 
exhibition "Common 
Ground: Contem
porary Landscapes 
From Israel and Ohio," 
opening Thursday at 
the Riffe Gallery, 77 S. 
High St. 

Presented by the 
Ohio Arts Council, the 
exhibit offel's work by 
six Ohio and six Israeli 
artists who approach 
landscapes with 
diverse styles and 
themes. In addition to 
urban landscape 

Restaurant Hil� an oil on canvas from 1996, is by Akron 
painter Ronald Thylor. 

paintings and Galilean 
landscapes, there are works of 
photography, sound and situation. 

The Ohio artists participating are 
Masumi Hayashi and Holly M01Tison

1 

Cleveland; Stephen Pentak, Columbus; 
Valerie Shesko, Cincinnati; and Ronald 
Taylor and Vlada Vukadinovic, Akron. 

They used familiar images of 
Midwestern landscape to express a 
range of meaning through their 
photographs and paintings. 

The Israeli artists are Lany 
Abramson, Yemina Ergas-Vroman and 
Ilana Zuckennan, Je1usalem; Moshe 

Gershuni, Tel Aviv; 
Yehoshua Glotman, 
Mitzpe Abirim, 
Galilee; and Alon 
Porat, Kill, western 
Galilee. Their work 
was influenced by the 
notion oflsrael as a 
land of refuge. 

The exhibit was 
curated by Nella 
Cassouto, an 
independent curator 
from Jerusalem, and 
David Johnson, chief 
curator at the Taft 
Museum in 
Cincinnati. 

It will open with a 
free reception from 5 

to 7 p.m. Thursday. "Common Ground" 
will continue through Oct. 16 at the 
Riffe, then travel to the Weston Galle1y 
in Cincinnati and the Artists House in 
Jerusalem. 

For more infonnation, call 614-644-
9624. 

Tel Aviv '98 was painted in 1998 by Jerusalem artist Yemima
Ergas-Vroman. 
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► What: Common Ground:
Contemporary Landscapes
from Israel and Ohio.

► When: Through Oct. 16.
Gallery hours: 10 a.m. -4
p.m. Monday-Tuesday, 10
a.m.-8 p.m. Wednesday
Friday, noon-8 p.m. Saturday
and noon-4 p.m. Sunday.
► Where: Riffe Gallery: Riffe
Center for Government and
the Arts, 77 S. High St.,
Columbus.
► Information:
(614) 644-9624.
► Up next: Exhibit moves
into Aronoff Center's Weston
Gallery Nov. 19-Jan. 22.
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Cleveland photographer Masumi Hayashi contributes this photo collage, "Brier Hill Plant, No. 1." 
,. 

Two worlds, two views 
Riffe Gallery exhibit shows contrasts in landscapes by 0-hioans, Israelis 

BY OWEN FINDSEN 

The Cincinnati Enquirer 
In Ohio. artists love to go outdoors 

to paint lovely wooded landscapes. In 
Israel, artists paint in bomb shelters 
and "the very title landscape is enough 

to cause a shudder in many art 
circles," says Nella Cassouto. 

Ms. Cassouto is Israeli art 
curator for the Ohio Arts Council 
exhibition Common Ground: 
Contempora_ry Landscapes from 
Israel and Ohio. 

What.can landscapes from 
Ohio and Israel have in com
mon? Practically nothing. And 
that makes for a far more inter
esting exhibition than it would 
have been if the arts of the two 
nations were similar. 

Common Ground is an exhibi- · 
tion of 12 artists. six from Ohio 
and six from Israel, organized by 
the Ohio Arts Council for show
ings in "Columbus, Cincinnati and 
Jerusalem. 

The exhibition was selected 
by Ms. Cassouto and David John
son, chief curator and assistant 
director of the Taft Museum in 
Cincinnati. The exhibition will be 
at the Weston Gallery in the 
Aronoff Center for the Arts, Nov. 
19 through Jan. 22. 

Political subjects 

into the clubs used by Israeli bor
der police. He suggests that the 
walls that once surrounded Jewish 
ghettos and concentration camps 
in Europe have been replaced by 
military fences around Israel. In 
both, cases, the fence is a vivid 
reminder of an abnormal state, a 
state of threat and anxiety. 

Uns�iled imagery 
Although much of Ohio is sub

urb or cornfield, some Ohio artists 
prefer the more pristine parts. 

Valerie Sheshko of Cincinnati 
and Stephen Pentak of Columbus 
celebrate the woodlands and rivers 
that provide escape from the norm: 
Ronald Taylor of Akron paints con-. 
ventional painterly landscapes, but 
reminds us in the catalog that he 
was once an abstract expressionist 

Cleveland photographer Holly 
Morrison looks at Ohio's border in 
a series of tranquil views of Lak.e 
Erie. 

But another Cleveland photogra
pher, Masumi Hayashi, makes an 
editorial statement with her lovely 
images of places spoiled by indus-

trial pollution. "Hunter and Sailor" by Moshe Gershuni suggests ongoing capture-the-flag battles 
along Israel's border. Ms. Hayashi is often included in 

similar exhibitions as Ohio's resi
dent artist with a cause, but it is a 

passive protest of damage already done, while 
the Israeli artists are trying to change current 
attitudes. 

"Lamed" and other Hebrew let
ters made of twigs by Larry 
Abramson spell out "shalom." 

The interesting landscape artists in 
the United States are those who treat the 
landscape as an abstract painting with a 
subject. It's a 19th-century tradition 
strained through a 20th-century art 

Some of the art in this exhibition was created 
in bomb-shelters. The government of Israel 
offers bomb shelters for use as artists' studios, 
to be converted back to shelters during a crisis 
in the region. 

Ohio artists make art. Israeli artists use art to 
make social and political statements. 

Moshe Gershuni's rugged paintings of a tat
tered flag on a barren hill suggest the endless 
capture-the-flag war games played along Israel's 
borders. 

There are two Israeli artists who do paint 
Ohio-style landscapes in the exhibition. 

Alon Porat paints the sparse, dry land that is 
more honest than pretty, and Yemima Ergas-Vro
man paints modern Jerusalem and Tel Aviv as 
they really look,.not as the postcards show them. 

school education, put safely isolated from 
issues outside the art world. 

The interesting landscapes of Israel �e 
�orks of art that confront social and political 
issues. Israeli artists in the show are concerned 
with borders between places, where people are 
divided by religion and by barbed wire and 
walls. 

Larry Abramson uses images of dry twigs 
from a Palestinian village, converted into a Jew
ish kibbutz, to spell out "shalom" (Ileace). 

Yehoshua Glotman's multimedia work 
-includes a video about a man who converts trees 

There is a big difference between Ohio (and 
American) art and Israeli art 

This exhibition suggests that Ohio artists are 
painting what people want to see. Israeli artists 
are painting what people are not seeing, but 
must be made to see. 
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Common Ground art exhibit to feature works of Ohio and Israeli artists 
By Tami Kamin-Meyer 
Contributi�g Writer l l 1

With images of land
scape as their common 
theme, six artists from Ohio 
and six from Israel will dis
play their creations at an art 
exhibit entitled "Common 
Group Contemporary Land
scapes from Israel and 

. Ohio" qt the O�rts 
Council's (OAC) Riffe Gal
lery7if downtown Col
umbus. 

The already open exhibit 
will run through Oct. 16. A Last Light, 1988, 48"x50", acrylic·qn canvas, by Valerie 

gallery talk focusing on the Shesko 

Israeli works will be offered grounded." , :\ co-curator for this exhibit, 
by Nella Cassouto, the A 25-year resident of the the idea for the show 
Israeli curator for the exhib- Queen City, she noted that emanated from the OAC as 
it, from 5 - 5:30 p.m. The her artwork comes · both a way of cementing the new 
opening reception will take from "inside myself' and the trade agreement between 
place from 5:30 - 7:30 p.m. landscape of Southwestern Ohio and Israel. 
Both events are free and Ohio. Selecting artists for the 
open to the public. Kashrut "I use landscape," she exhibit was a lengthy yet 
will be observed. revealed, "as internal meta- enjoyable undertaking, 

The exhibit moves to phors for what is going on-in Johnson said. First, he 
Cincinnati's Weston Gallery my life at the time." per.used the OAC Grant 
from ·Nov. 19 through Jan. The Shesko works· on· · files, researching Ohio 
15, 2000, continuing on to display at the Common landscape artists. He also 
Jerusalem in February of Grounds exhibit · are all sought recommendations 
next year. . paintings, created eight to from museum curators 

Cincinnati artist Valerie 10 years ago, she said. throughout the state. Then, 
Shesko, is among those The entire exhibit features Cassouto joined Johnson in 
whose works will be on dis- more than 30 landscape traveling statewide for two 
play. Shesko said she is paintings, photographs and weeks, from landscape art 
·looking forward to the installations created by the studio to landscape art stu-
exhibit because she wants selected artists. dio, studying the works of 
to see what the other Ohio According to David each potential exhibitor� 
and Israeli artists created. Johnson, assistant director The sanie process was 

Of Cincinnati, Shesko and chief curator for Cin- . repeated by Cassouto in 
said, "It's where I am cinnati's Taft Museum, and Israel, a� Johnson spent 

\. /\ . ·--------...-C 
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After the Fi,:e, 1992, 33112"x5811•", oil on canvas, by Alon 
Porat 

two weeks traveling the 
Holy Land with her, meeting 
artists and studying their 
creations. After much dis
cussion, they chose the 
twelve artists whose works 
will appear in the show. 

"[The exhibit] will show 
the differences as well as 
the common things we 
share within the arts," 
Cassouto said. 

"The title for the exhibi
tion is great because it 
shows there really is a com
mon ground," Johnson said. 
"Despite living far apart, 
witq different traditions and 
lives, art is the equalizer 
that brings us to a common 
ground." 

Shesko said, "I feel fortu
nate to have been selected 
for such an unusual and 
exciting exhibition." 

Common Ground was 
sponsored in part by the 
Jewish Federation of Cin
cinnati. 

The Riffe Gallery is locat
ed in the Vern Riffe Center, 
across the Ohio Statehouse 
on High Street. The gallery 
opens every weekday at 10 
a.m., and remains open 
until 4 p.m. on Mondays 
and Tuesdays, and until 8 
p.m. on Wednesdays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. 
Weekend hours. are 
Saturday, 12 - 8, and Sun
days, 12 - 4. Admission is 
free. For more information, 
contact the gallery at (614) 
644-9624. 

Former Cincinnatian 
Tami Kamin-Mer.er is the 
statehouse correspondent 
for The American Israelite. 
She is based in Columbu?'_
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L,�ndscape exhibition features 
iirltists from Israel and Ohio 
More than 30 landscape 

paintings, photographs and 
installations from Ohio and 
Israel will be on display at the 
Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gal
lery, through October 16, 
1999. The Riffe Center is 
across from the Statehouse 
on High Street in downtown 
Columbus. Admission is free. 
Call 614/644-9624 for more 
information. 

Facing North by Holly Morrison 
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Exhibit Offers Work From Israel And Ohio 

� lqhe "Common Ground: Contemporary Landscapes from
Ulb.fe1 and Ohio" exhibit will offer more than 30 landscape

paintings, photographs and installations from Ohio and Is
rael at the Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gallery through Oc
tober 16. 

Curated by Nella Cassouto, an independent curator from 
Jerusalem, Israel, and David Johnson, chief curator at. the 
Taft Museum in Cincinnati the exhibit illustrates the plu
ralistic nature of contemporary art and emphasizes the in
teractien of imagination and materials as the central experi-

f I 
1h ence o ate-20 century artists. 

The Riffe Gallery is in the Vern Riffe Center in Colum
bus. Hours are Monday and Tuesday from 10:00 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m., Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 10:00 
a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Saturday from noon to 8:00 p.m. and
Sunday from noon to 4:00 p.m .

.......... 
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Israeli and Ohio artists' 
landscapes on display in 
Columbus 

rt J<l More than 30 landscape 
« I paintings, photograp�s and 

installations from Ohw and 
Israel are on display at the 
Ohio Arts Council's Riffe 
Gallery through Oct. 16. 
Curated by Nella Cassouto of 
Jerusalem, and David Johnson, 
chief curator at the Taft Mu
seum in Cincinnati, Common 

Ground juxtaposes the _wor� of . Ohio and six Israeli artists �x 

whose common interest 1s 
landscape. This is the first . exhibition of Ohio and Isra.eh 
work organized by. t�e o.h10 
Arts Council. Adm1ss1on 1s . free. For schedule informat10n 
or to arrange a tour, call the 

�e Gallery at 614-644-963/ 

01£00 fWf �H fW� Av/Elul 5759/AucusT J 999 ---------f:#fi?MiJ■�---------
Landscape exhibition featuresartists from Israel and OhioMore than 30 landscapepaintings, photographs andinstallations ·from Ohio and·. Israel will be on display at the' Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gallery, through October 16,1999. The Riffe Center isacross from the Statehouseon High Street in downtownColumbus. Admission is free.

Call 614/644-9624 for moreinformation.

Facing North by HoUy Morrison
,, 
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SEPT-11-99 EJ�'bit Offers Work From Israel And Ohio 
dl(T 1 "Common Ground: Contemporary Landscapes from
Israel , nd Ohio" exhibit will offer more than 30 landscape 
paintings, photographs and installations from Ohio and Is
rael at the Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gallery through Oc
tober 16. 

Curated by Nella Cassouto, an independent curator from 
Jerusalem, Israel, and David Johnson, chief curator at the 
Taft Museum in Cincinnati the exhibit illustrates the plu
ralistic nature of 'contemporary art and emphasizes the in
teraction of imagination and materials as the central experi
ence of late-20'h century artists. 

The Riffe Gallery is in the Vern Riffe Center in Colum
bus. Hours are Monday and Tuesday from 10:00 a.m. to 
4:00 fY,111., Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 10:00 
a.m. to 8:00 p.m., 'Saturday from noon to 8:00 p.m. and
Sunday from noon to 4:00 p.m .
......._ 
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AUG-14-99 
Ihijbit Offers Work From Israel And Ohio ?' ·: . "Com�n?,n Ground:_ Contemporary Landscapes fromsr_ae . and Oiuo exh1btt wdl offer more than 30 landscape�amtmgs, phot?graphs and installations from Ohio and Israebl at the Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gallery through Octo er 16. C�rated by Nella Cassouto, an independent curator fromJerusalem, Israel, and _David Johnson, chief curator .at theT�'.t �useum m Cmc111nati the exhibit illumates the plura is11c natu�e of con1empora1y art and emphasizes the 

.. teract1on of 111�,?gination and materials as the central exp;;�.ence of late-20 century artists. The Riffe Gallery is in the Vern Riffe Center in Columb_us. Hours are Monday and Tuesday from 10:00 a.m. to4.00 p.m., Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 10:00a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Saturday from noon to 8:00 p.m. and�y from noon 10 4:00 p.m. 
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��ibit Offers Work From Israel And Ohio 
9,f T�e "Common Ground: Contempora1y Landscapes fromIsrael and Ohio" exhibit will offer more than 30 landscape paintings, photographs and in��allations from Ohio and Israel at the Ohio Arts Council s Riffe Gallery through Oc-tober 16. Curated by Nella Cassouto, an independent curator from Jerusalem, Israel, and Davi� Johnson, duef curator at the Taft Museum in Cincinnati the exh1b1t illustrates the P!U· ralistic nature of contempora1y art and emphasizes the II:· teraction of imagination and materials as the central expcnence of late-20111 century artists. The Riffe Gallery is in the Vern Riffe Center in Columbus. Hours are Monday and Tuesday from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 10:00 

l a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Saturday from noon to 8:00 p.m. and Sunday from noon to 4:00 p.m. /
c-,,..._ 
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Garbage-bag garments, 
show-biz scenes at gallery 
By Jerry Stein ') ) N
Post staff reporter r;j- �IAn African-American folk artist who uses plastic garbage bags to create high fashion, an installation featuring a 70-foot-long braid of horsehair and satirical paintings by a former Broadway producer are among the visual adventures on tap for the 1999-2000 exhibition season at Weston Art Gallery. Dennis Harrington, who was named director of.the downtown gallery in the Aronoff Ce_nte� forthe Arts in June 1998, said his second season still does not completely reflect his artistic ideas. Because art exhibitions are planned and negotiated years in advance, he said, only two shows - "Common Ground: Contemporary Landscapes·rrom Israel and Ohio," arriving in November, and "African-American Folk Art in Kentucky," planned for June 2000, were selected exclusively by him. The other seven exhibitions were in the planning stages while Harrington's late predecessor, Salli LoveLarkin, was gallery director. 
■ "Common Ground" is an exhibition of landscapes by six Ohio and six Israeli artists that will also be shown in Israel. David Johnsoi;i, Taft Museum curator, collaborated with Nella Cassouto, a former curator at the Israel Museum in Jerusalem, in selecting the 12 artists for this show, which includes art by Valerie Shesko of Cincinnati. "Common Ground," organized by the Ohio Arts Council',s Riffe Gallery in Columbus, will feature a variety of.approaches to landscape paintings. "After the show comes here, it 

"Snowflake," by Zephra May-Mill
er, is high fashion made of plastic 
garbage bags. Michelle Ruff is the 
model. 

goes to Israel," saW Harrington. 
■ Harrington said the Westonhas never done a folk-art show, so he seized the opportunity to go up to Portsmouth to see the traveling "African-American Folk Art in Kentucky." He snapped it up. 

• Not on_ly will the show br_ing avariety of folk art here, but it hasa local connection. "AfricanAmerican Folk Art in Kentuoky" 'includes former Cincinnati resident O'Leary Bacon's art. Ms. 

Bacon's work focuses on her. childhood memories - some joyous and others painful. This show also includes the fashion creations of Zephra MayMiller. She discovered that, when you shred, sew and punch holes in plastic trash bags, the result can be quite elegant. 
■ Harrington thought an exhibition of former Broadway producer David Black's art would be a good fit for the gallery, whose three neighbors at the Aronoff Center are theaters. Black, whose paintings have been shown previously at the Malton Gallery in Hyde Park, paints droll satirical scenes of New York's upper-crust and show-biz typ(ls. 
■ Sculptor Malcolm Cochran'sshow "(re)collection" will adapt an installation he originally created for the former penitentiary in Philadelphia, now a historic site. The theme of the show was confinement. . ·1 Harrington said Cochran's installation, "Soliloquy," "involves a 70-foot·braid of horsehair." He said the hair will bt:i coiled on a bed in the entryway of the gallery and will ascend up from the bed through the stairwell to the upper lobby and on up until it reaches the lobby ceiling, Rapunzel-style. Another new Cochran piece in this show, which surveys 20 . years of work, will be literally cutting-edge art. It's a 30-foot long bronze sculpture of a kitchen knife. "It will be lying face up, and on the top portion next to the handle will be a saddle," said Harrington. "Cochran thinks about the whole piece as being about the uncertainty of entering the new millennium." 
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EXHIBITION FINDS LINK BETWEEN OHIO, ISRAELI ARTISTS 
J More than 30 landscape : . ·. ·:�::; · � · • -. �; ���- ;�-"/�' , _.>i · · viewers to contemplate what th_e paintings, photographs and W" 

'· art being created today ip Israel installations from Ohio and has in common with the art Isra·e1 are on display at the Ohio being produced in the culturalArts Council's Riffe Gallery climate of Ohio. ·
through Oct. 16. Curated by., A full color catalog of the Nella Cassouto, an independent exhibition will be available at the curator from Jerusalem,· Israel, 

·=:,,"t'l•

Riffe Gallery for $15. and David Johnson, chief curator "Common Ground" also will at the Taft Museum in be presented in Cincinnati at the Cincinnati, "Common· Ground: """"A.,,.,_':,. Weston Gallery, Nov. 19 through Contemporary Landscapes from liill���-e-4:1 Jan. 15, 2000, and in Israel at the Israel and Ohio" juxtaposes the . . ... � .... u.... ���"?'":f.kdlll Artists House, Jerusalem, Feb. 26 work of six Ohio and six Israeli 
::,,...-ui 

��\'��:;;:_ 
through April 4, 2000. artists whose common interest is a::;,.,. ..... � "'I'�-; .... _, .... "°" _:..._ ... _,..t Support for the tour of landscape. The exhibition illus- '�"""'-' "Common . Ground: trates the pluralistic nature •of ..,,..:-;:;:.--. Contemporary Landscapes from contemporary art and empha- A:ll�� Israel and Ohio" is provided by sizes the interaction of imagina- �riilillll.WI El Al Israeli Airlines, Consulate tion anci materials as the central General of Israel, New York, experience of late-20th century ..,.�;,:,: Consulate General of Israel, artists. Common Grou_nd is the ,r,.,r,1.�...., .. ::20.__.1.� Philadelphia, Ohio Jewish first exhibition of Ohio and '✓ Communities, Jewish Federation . Israeli work organized by the of Cleveland, The Jewish Ohio Arts Council. Federation of Cincinnati and 

��;� ,> l 1 Columbus Jewish Foundation. Ohio artists participating in the exhibition are Masumi Hayashi, Cleveland; Holly Morrison, Cleveland; Stephen Pentak, Columbus; Valerie Shesko, Cincinnati; Ronald Taylor, Akron; and Vlada Vukadinovic, Akron. Israeli artists participating in the exhibition are Larry Abramson, Jerusalem; Yemina ErgasVroman, Jerusalem; Moshe Gershuni, Tel Aviv; Yehoshua Glotman, Mitzpe Abirim, Galilee; Alon Porat, .Klil, Western 

'SUPERFUND SITE 666' by Masumi Hayashi is featured in the exhibition "Common Ground: Contemporary umdscapes from Israel and Ohio," on view at the Ohio Arts 
Council's Riffe Gallery through Oct. 16.

Galilee; and Ilana Zuckerman, Jerusalem. · Selecting a subject for an exhibition that would result in an

artists. The Midwest has <level-oped a tradition of figurative and landscape painting as part of a dominant trend in contemporary art. In contrast, in Israel, the term encompasses artistic work that presents landscapes in nontraditional ways. 

This exhibition strives to create a broader definition of the term landscape to include work that goes beyond the traditional bounds of the canvas and expresses landscape through various media. The challenge of creating a dialogue-Jptt;�- �-

selected from visits to 44 artists studios throughout the state, differ in stylistic influences and execution, but share a common vision of landscape as an expressive vehicle �d potent symbol. 

The Columbus presentation of the exhibition is supported by the Ohio Building Authority. ' Media sponsors include CD101, Columbus Alive, Small Business News and Time Warner Communications. appropriate encounter betweenartists in Ohio and Israel was nosimple matter. The "safe" topicof landscape was chosen, despitethe great difference between thelandscape tradition of Israr1;artists and that of Americo

I 

The Israeli wnrl, ,_ .• 

For both the Israeli ;mrl Cl\..,� 

The Riffe Gallery, operated by the Ohio Ar+c r-·•ncil, showcas. 1uo· � artists and collections of 
1 

• � ... 

\ 
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Artist: Shesko nurtured by nature 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE Cl 

Ms. Shesko, who lives with her hus
band and daughter in �yoming. "And 
my paintings are places of escape for 
me, too. When I'm here I'm in my own 
space, both physical space and cre
ative space. 

"But it's not easy. It's hard work. 
When you're painting you are facing 
your deepest concerns." 

She stops painting and looks at the 
freshly started canvas, which she sets 
on the large table that fills the middle 
of the room. 

"When I travel, I take lots of 
photographs, but I seldom look at 
them. I work more from my memories 
of places. 

"We've just spent three weeks in 
Maine and it has suffered from the 
drought like every place else in the 
East, so I'm thinking about the dry 
earth and yellow grasses." 

The curators of the Common 
Ground exhibition wrote that Ms. 
Shesko's "evocative landscapes of the 
mind reveal her personal meditations, 
transformed into gestural, atmospher
ic memories of nature that merge 
abstraction and representation." 

"I grew up in Brooklyn," she says. 
"I didn't see a mountain until I was 10. 
We went to New Hampshire and I saw 
this mountain, and I was just blown 
away." 

So she paints woods and fields and 
rivers - places still unspoiled. 

"I want to paint something that 
connects people with nature. It's about 
healing and feeling. 

"There is this place that I used to 
pass. It was a very pretty field, and I 
liked to look at it. I went by one day 
and there was a strip mall there. My 
paintings are about loss, about what 
we're doing to our environment. 

"Twice in the past 10 years I've 

The Cincinnati Enquirer/Ernest Colemar 

Valerie Shesko at work in her "place of escape" at Off the Avenue Studios i'n Northside. I 

I 

-, 

had the opportunity to live in Ireland 
for a year, and I made a lot of paintings 
based on my Irish experiences. But it's 
the same. They're tearing everything 
up there, too. You can't escape. 
There's no Eden." 

She looks at the one nearly finished 
painting in the room; a blue path 

winding between black trees. 

"It's a kind of journey on a dead 
end path," she says. "You get to the 
end, and that's all there is." 
But stacked against the wall are more 
new stretched, white canvases, prom
ising more journeys to take and more 
unspoiled places to explore. 

Common Ground, Riffe Gallery, Co
lumbus, through Oct. 16, (614) 
644-9624; Weston Gallery, Aronoff
Center, Nov. 19-fan. 22. Valerie Shes{ 
ko's paintings also can be seen ar 
Bittners in the Kenwood Galleria; 
81 JO Montgomery Road. 
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In the studio with ... 

VALERIE SHESKO 

Nurtured-by Nature 
Local artists 

work part 
of Israel-Ohio· 

'Common Ground' 
exhibit 

BY OWEN FINDSEN 

The Cincinnati Enquirer 

alerie Shesko pulls on a 
pair of surgical gloves 
and prepares to operate. 
She selects some tubes of 
paint- yellow, white, 
orange and ochre - and 

\ 
squeezes a small lump of 

!a( color on a clean palette. 

� 
A white canvas, already stretched, is 

selected and put on the floor. She choos
es a 1-inch bristle brush and pushes it 

Ohi� around the palette, picking up a !llixture 
S 1 of yellow and orange.
_, Then, crouching over the canvas, she 

I 
spreads the white canvas with flame-col
ored streaks, swiftly scrubbing the sur-

1 face as if she were scouring a frying pan. 
L · She pauses only to load the brush with a- different blend of colors.
f "What I do at this point hardly mat-
( ) ters," she says. ''It will all come together 

1 lafer on.'' 
Her studio is a wedge-shaped corner 

room on the second floor of a building 
called Off the Avenue Studios on Knowl
ton Avenue in Northside. Among the oth
er tenants are glass �lptor Margot Got
toff and painter Eushang Khang. The Zen 
Meditation Center is there, too. 

Ms. Shesko is one of six Ohio artists 
selected to show with six Israeli artists in 
Common Ground: Contemporary Land
scapes from Israel and Ohio, an Ohio Arts 
Council exhibition at the Riffe Gallery in 
Columbus. The show will move to Cincin-
1),ati's Weston Gallery in November and to 
J

�
usalem in the spring. 

e paints with oils. They blend and 
str with a beauty that only oils can give. 

"1 �s painting in acrylic, because I'm 
allergic,to turpentine. But now they make 
water based oils, so I can paint in oils 
again, and there's no paint smell in the 
studio," Ms. Shesko says. 

She arrives at her studio at 10 am., 
after dropping off her 8-year-old daughter 
at day camp. 

'This is my place of escape from all the 
details and problems of real life," says • 

• 

{Please see ARTIST, Page C7) 

The Cincinnati Enquirer/Ernest Coleman 

Valerie Shesko's paintings are on display in Common Ground at Columbus' Riffe Gallery 
through· Oct. 16. The exhibit comes to the Weston Gallery, Aronoff Center, Nov. 19-Jan. 22. 
Her studio is in Northside. 
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Ohio, Israeli Artists Share '-'Common Ground" 

�( '1 More than 30 landscape Kashrut will be observed. 
paintings, photographs and· 
installations from Ohio and Israel 
will be on display at the Ohio Arts 
Council's Riffe Gallery, July 29 
through Oct. 16, 1999. 

· Curated by Nella Cassouto,
independent curator from 
Jerusalem, and David Johnson, 
chief curator at the Taft Museum 
in Cincinnati, "Common Ground: 
Contemporary Landscapes from 
Israel and Ohio" juxtaposes the 
work of six Ohio and six Israeli 

-artists whose common interest is
Tandscape. "Common Ground" is
the first exhibition of Ohio and 
Israeli work organized by the
Ohio Arts Council.

An opening reception will be
July 29 from 5 to 7 p.m. at the
Riffe Center, across from the
Statehouse on High Street in
downtown Columbus. The event
·.s free and open to the public.

Ohio artists participating in 
the exhibition are Masumi 
Hayashi, Cleveland; Holly 
Morrison, Cleveland; Stephen 
Pentak, Columbus; Valerie 
Shesko, Cincinnati; Ronald 
Tay lo·r, _Akron; and Vlada 
Vukadinovic, Akron. 

Israeli artists participating in 
the exhibition are Larry 
Abramson, Jerusalem; Yemina 
Ergas-Vroman, Jerusalem; 
Moshe Gershuni, Tel Aviv; 
Yehoshua Glo tman, Mitzpe 
Abirim, Galilee; Alon Porat, Klil, 
Western Galilee; and Ilana 
Zuckerman, Jerusalem. 

For both the Israeli and Ohio 
arti sts "Common Ground" 
permits many approaches :  
Landscapes of  reali ty, inner 
landscapes, intimate landscapes, 
landscapes of memory and 
complex technical landscapes. All 

are different and go far beyond 
the classical concept of a 
landscape .canvas. Along with 
urban landscape painting and 
Galilean landscapes, there are 
works of photography, sound and 
situation. 

"Common Ground" will also 
be presented in Cincinnati at the 
Weston Gallery, Nov. 19 through 
Jan. 15, 2000, and in Israel at the 
Artists House in Jerusalem, Feb. 
"26 through April 4, 2000. 

· The Riffe Gallery is in the
Vern Riffe Center for 
Government and the Arts. Hours 
are Monday and Tuesday from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m.; Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday from lo'a.m.
to 8 p.m.; Saturday from noon to 
8 p.m.; and Sunday from noon to 
4 p.m. Admission is free. For
information or to ss:hedule aJ6ur
call the Riffe Gallery a;/(614)
644--9624.
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Exhibit Offers Work From Israel And Ohio 

l\'Q The "Common Ground: Contemporary Landscapes from
(Ji Ilraet and Ohio" exhibit will offer more than 30 landscape 

paintings, photographs and installations from Ohio and Is
rael at the Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gallery through Oc
tober 16. 

Curated by Nella Cassouto, ari independent curator from 
Jerusalem, Israel, and Davjd Johnson, chief curator at the 
Taft Museum in Cincinnati the exhibit illustrates the plu
ralistic nature of contemporary art and emphasizes the in
teraction of imagination and materials as the central experi
ence of late-20'11 century artists. 

The Riffe Gallery is in the Vern Riffe Center in Colum
bus. Hours are Monday and Tuesday from 10:00 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m., Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 10:00 
a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Saturday from noon. to 8:00 p.m. and /

�unday from noon to 4:00 p.m. t 
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REATURE 

Leaming can be a delicious experience! 
Food and learning have been linked throughout 

history and various cultures. Throughout Jewish 
history, the rite of initiation of the new Torah 
student was rich in symbolism. The student would 
listen to the teacher recite the Hebrew alphabet in 
various combinations before being encouraged to 
repeat what he heard. The child would then lick 
off honey that covered the letters inscribed 
on the alphabet board The student also 
would eat a nwnber of specially 
prepared foods including honey 
cakes and hard-boiled eggs with 
biblical verses inscribed on 
them. After hearing the verses 
read, the student would 
repeat them and eat 

The linking of food and 
learning is an important 
Jewish custom, but it is not 
only a Jewish practice. 
American children - like 
Israeli youngsters - eat 
alphabet noodles in chicken 
soup which makes learning 
fun and tasty, too! 

Speaking of learning and 
experiencing new things, why 
not treat yourself to an exhibit at 
the Riffe Center Gallery titled 
"Common Ground: Contemporary 
Landscapes from Israel and Ohio!" The 
exhibit, which features the work of six 
Israeli artists whose common interest is 
landscape, emphasizes the intereaction of 
imagination and materials as the central 
experience of laf.e 20th-century artists. 

The exhibit is free and will continue through 
Oct 16. For more information, call 614-644-9624. 

Sources: Information for Culture Creature was 
provided by the Ohio Arts Council with the 

assistance of Susan Couden (Colwnbus Jewish Day 
School), in cooperation with the Columbus Arts
Marketing Council. Information from Child's Play:
dewish Children's Books and Games from the Past
by Simon Cohen, Elisheva Cohen, Grant Harris and 
Jennifer Marin. 
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On 'Common Ground' 
Riffe exhibit juxtaposes landscapes by Israeli, Ohio artists 

By Jacquellne Hall 
Dispatch Art Critic 

"Common Ground: Contemporary Landscape From Israel 
and Ohio" brings t,ogether artists from two cultures wtto give 
meanings t,o the theme of landscape that far transcend the 
depiction of natural scenery and the limits of the canvas. 

The exhibit is the result of cultural cooperation between 
the Ohio Arts Council and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
Israel. Curat.ors are Nella Cassout.o of Jerusalem and David 
Johnson, chief curat.or at the Taft Museum in Cincinnati. 

Cassout.o and Johnson put t,ogether a show of 32 paint
ings and phot.ographs that seem t.o have much in common: 
They are inspired by real landscapes, as in Ron D. Taylm's 

ABOVE: Broadwaters a,id Rivers October 19981 by Stephen Pentak 

■ Sunday, August 29, 1

Rest,aurant Hill and Larry 
Abramson's t.sooba oils; they 
are the products of memories 
and imagination, as in Valerie 
Shesko's Looking Back ( on 
the Little Mianli River); and 
they are the fruit of emotion
al responses, as with Moshe 
Gershuni's Hunter and Sail

or and Shesko's Last Light. 
That common ground may be 
only superficial. 

RIGHT: tsooba, 1993-94, one of four units, by Larry Abramson 
■ "Common Ground: 
Contemporary 
Landscape From Israel 
and Ohio" Is oh view 
through Oct.16 In the 
Riffe Gallery, 77 S. High 
St. Hours: 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Monday andTuesday;l0 
a.m.-8 p.m. Wednesday• 
Friday; noon-8 p.m. 
Saturday; and noon-4 
p.m. Sunday. Call 614-
544-9624. 

A closer look at the Israeli 
works reveals an undercur
rent of tightness, unease, 
even threat. As Cassout.o ex
plains in her essay for the ex
hibition catalog, most of the 
landscapes are created in stu-
dios that are functional win

dowless bomb shelters in a land that cannot forget the 
connotation of "Land of Refuge." She concludes that tllis 
prevents Israeli artists from producing an art detached from 
the reality of world politics. 

The Ohio artists, on the other hand, are heirs t.o a long 
landscape tradition, going back t,o the early 19th century and 
affected along the way by various art movements, especially 
abstract expressionism in the 1940s and '50s. They have the 
freedom t,o work in the open air, and their art is the result of 
personal emotions before nature. 

Although the works presented in "Common Ground" 
were created under vastly different circumstances and en
vironmental conditions, the show has an intriguing sense of 
unity and continuity, greatly due t.o the curat.ors. 

Cassout.o and Johnson selected six Israeli artists -
Abramson, Yemina Ergas-Vroman, Gershuni, Yehoshua Glot
man, Alon Porat and Ilana.Zuckerman - and six from Ohio 
- Masumi Hayashi, Holly Morrison, Stephen Pentak,
Shesko, Taylor and Vlada Vukadinovic - with the intent of
creating a dialogue between the two groups, something the
show presentation certainly achieves.

It is hard t,o compare _A}.)rams�m's t.so��a. ?ils, -�hich
ABOVE: Hu,iter a11d Sailor, 1998, one of six units, by Moshe Gershuni 



;;;;;-���the viewer, they also are the products of two 
very different techniques. 

Both artists begin with photographs. Pentak uses the 
photograph as an inspiration, translating it into the canvas to 
achieve a balanced composition of dramatically simplified 
forms and subtly modulated colors. The highly intellectual 
image is also superbly contemplative and engrossing. Al
though strongly abstract and insisting on the reality of the 
painting process, the image speaks of nature more convinc
ingly than a more realistic interpretation of that watery 
landscape. 

Abramson's tsooba st.alts with a photograph, which then 
becomes a painting. Instead of letting the painted image 
stand, the artist placed a page of a Hebrew newspaper on the 
wet paint and peeled it off, taking away the upper layer of 
paint. The result is a blurred, damaged swface that suggests 
the ravages of war on Palestinian hill villages. 

The photography in the show is particularly interesting. 
The Ohio ru1ists favor still photography. But while Monison 
creates beautifully atmospheric gelatin silver prints of the 
Cleveland waterfront, which incite one to dream, Hayashi 
builds romantic views through the collage of color photos. 
She achieves three-0.i.mensional effects that often address 
environmental concerns such as the destruction of nature by 
man. 

The Israeli artists prefer video to still photography, and 
the landscapes pull the viewer into a sensory experience, 
which, in Glotman'sA Blow, is uncomfortable. A Blow is part 
of a large installation, The Border Line, which consists of 
Xerox photographs and the writing from a book. The whole 

CINCINNATI 
■ "Brooklyn, New Work," a

sampling of works by nine 
young, Brooklyn-based artists, 
will be on view Saturday-Oct. 31 
in the Contemporary Arts Cen
ter, 115 E. 5th St. The works will 
include Dan Devine's turned-in
side-out Volksw�gen Rabbit, 
Nina's Levy's photographic in
vestigations into obsessions with 
perfect bodies, and Andy 
Yoder's sculpted braided rugs 
that reflect playful surrealism. 

"Post-hypnotic" will be on 
view Saturday-Nov. 7 in the cen
ter. The 50 works examine the 
recent re-evaluation of optical ef
fects in the work of 28 painters 
from the United States, Switzer
land, England and Japan. 

"Sculpture for a Virtual 
World" will be on view Saturday
Nov. 7. The exhibit includes 
three-dimensional computer 
imaging works and ''lele-sculp
ture," involving the transmission 
of data to a rapid prototyping ma
chine that laser-fuses material to 
form an object. 

"Point of View: Ceci n'est pas 
un pare" will showcase the work 
of 15 teen-agers who spent the 
summer in Eden Park in Cincin
nati creating a multimedia instal
'qtion for the center. 

Hours: 1 O a.m.-6 p.m. Mon-
1-Saturday, noon-5 p.m. Sun

Admission is $3.50, $2 for
If citizens and students. Call

:l \ 'l1-0390.

deals with relationships, creating a "human landscape." 
While Ohioans may tend to feel outside Glotman's video 

experience, they can easily get caught in Zuckerman's n 
Dolce Suorw 2. A succession of attractive images and 
sounds pulls the spectator into the video context and creates 
a dichotomy of sensations at once internal and external. 

Zucke1man's video-sound installation uses cityscape rath
er than landscape, but like Ergas-Vroman's views of Jerusa,.
l.em Prom the Supreme Court and Tel Aviv, it addresses an 
inescapable reality of the Israeli land, the Land of Refuge. 

ABOVE: Brier Hill Plant, No. l, 
1988, by Masumi Hayashi 

RIGHT: Tel Aviv '98 by Yemina 
Ergas Vroman 

Albee prints on display 

S11sa11 Kati 

Jerusalem in 

camera's eye 

A sun-drenched West.em Wall 
towers over worshippers. An old 
man in traditional Jewish religious 
attire holds a prayer book in one 
hand and a neon-orange shopping 
bag in the other. Four generations 
of women stand before the Beit-EI 
Synagogue in the Jewish Quarter 
of Jerusalem. 

These and many other images 
make up "Diversity in Jerusalem: 
People, Places and Prayer," a pho
tography exhibition opening today 
in the Leo Yassenoff Jewish Com
munity Center, 1125 College Ave. 

The works are by Columbus na
tive Susan Katz, who will attend a 
reception at the center from 2 to 5 
p.m. today. The exhibit will be on
view through Oct. 10.

About her work, Katz has said, 
"Much of my photography is in
stinctive .. . .  I strive to capture the 
essence of a moment- what it 
feels like, not just what it looks 
lik " e. 

Admission to the exhibit is free. 
Call 614-237-5223, Ext. 225. 

By Zachary Block 
The Providence Jou ma/ 

When Grace and Percy Albee moved 
with their five sons from Rhode Island to 
Paris in 1928, the city was the center of 
the rut world, fueled by the brilliant ex
plorations of in1pressionist painters. 

The Albees thought that being sw·
rounded by some of world's top artists 
might boost their own struggling careers. 

Intiigued by a wood engraving in a 
bookstore, Grace Albee, then a 38-year
old Rhode Island School ofDesign drop
out, decided to enroll in a wood engrav
ing class. 

She never finished, telling her hus
band of her instmctor, "I know more than 
he does. It's a waste of tin1e." 

By tl1e time Albee returned to the 
United States in 1933, she had already 
begun to receive critical accJaim for her 
woodblock p1ints. Dwing the next five 
decades, Albee established herself as one 
of Rhode Island's greatest printmakers 
and one of the great American p1intmak
ers of the century. Albee's wGrks were 
collected in the United States and Europe 
and received prizes and citations from 
musewns, universities and rut as.socia
tions. 

Her work is featured through Nov. 21 
at the National Museum of Women in the 
Arts in Washington. 

The exhibit presents 66 works on pa
per and nine wood blocks. It traces Al
bee's career from her prints of urban set-

tings in Pruis and New York to bucolic 
scenes of nrral life and simple but highly 
textured images of plants and flowers. 

One of her sons, P. Frederick Albee, 
donated much of the work to the muse-
um. . 

Prints of Albee's most famous works 
ruse spread around his Bristol home. 

On one wall is Housing Probl.em
(1937), a print inspired by the family's 
Pennsylvania frum, Hidden Spring. The 
work, created when housing shortages 
plagued the countiy, portrays two goats 
taking shelter from the rain in ajunked 
Model-T Ford. The witty print became an 
icon of the Ametican rural scene in the 
1930s and '40s, said Elie Denker, curator 
of the exhibit. 

Across Fred Albee's living room is his 
mothei's only self-portrait, a p1int of her 
hands at work, completed at 76. 

"She tl'links the hands are the most 
impmt.ant thing," he said. "They are more 
important than her face, her personality." 

An early p1int of Albee's self-portrait 
is displayed in Washington with her pre
liminruy drawing and original wood
block. 

Unlike many other artists of her age, 
Albee also managed to sustain a marriage 
and raise five children, Denker said. 

While many rutists fade in their 60s, 
Albee kept on producing, finishing her 
last wood engraving, Beyond the Mead
ow, at 92. The scene is one from her 
living room window, looking out over the 
meadow and trees. Albee died in 1995. 
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Mas�mi Hayashi: EPA Superfund Site (toxic waste), collage, 1989 (Jerusalem Artists House) Stephen Pentak: Broadwaters, oils, 1988 (Jerusalem Artists House) 

Uncommon 
landscapes 

By MEIR RONNEN 

G
o see the shows at the
Jerusalem Artists House.
It's not that often that one

can recommend seeing everything 
that's on view there. But every 
time I see something good and 
interesting at this sometimes 
moribund venue I also find myself 
asking: why isn't a show like this 
on view at the Israel Museum? 

Of the three current exhibits the 
piece de resistance is Common
Ground: Contemporary Land
scapes from Israel and Ohio. 
Curated by Nella Cassouto and 
David T. Johnson of the Taft 
Museum of Cincinnati, the show 
was recently on view at the Ohio 
Arts Council's Riffe Gallery in 
Columbus and at the Weston 
Gallery in Cincinnati. 

This is the first launch of cultur
,,1 """h:inuf'. with this midwest 

all, but immensely skilled trompe
l'oeil presentations of a single 
plant throwing its shadow on a 
flat grey background and 
enclosed by a severely minimalist 
inner frame, including a reference 
to the masking tape employed in 
painting it. The combination of 
plant form and geometric shapes 
are each designed to form a single 
Hebrew letter so that the four oils 
in the series result in the word 
shalom. 

You don't have to know that the 
sprig depicted in each work 
comes from Tsuba, a kibbutz in 
the Jerusalem hills built on the 
site of an Arab village overrun in 
the desperate seesaw fighting of 
1948, but knowing helps to 
understand Abramson's second 
series on view, four tiny, smudgy 
landscapes of the long-erased 
Tsuba village that show the traces 
of having had Hebrew newspapers 

Valerie Shesko : Last Light, acrylics, 1988 
(Jerusalem Artists House) 

Her second work is a portrait of 
the rooftops of Tel Aviv slums, 
one that deals with both social 

abandoned steel mills, rendering 
them on two levels of depth, 
using transparent prints. The 
1:_1-.._:_.,... !- ____ .,.. •. h Uau�c.,l-i1 ic !l 

Moshe Gershuni: untitled, mixed media, 1998 
(Jerusalem Artists House) 

through the foreground, refin
forced by vertical reflections in 
the water. The designs evoke 
hnth Hirn�hiuP. :incl Mondrian. 

pamtmgs, all representations of 
memories of his native land. 

The true colorist among the 
Americans is Ronald D. 

Reut Ben-Shaul Shahar: Skin, 
wipes, hair, ashes, feathers 
(Jerusalem Artists House) 

clothing by Reut Ben-Shaul 
Shahar fashioned from wipes, 
hair, ashes, feathers and wire 
armatures. J9�Y h�ye to ?,_O wit,h
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Tl\e s 10w is nice y varied m 
scope and approach and generally 
of a high technical standard. 
Some of the American exhibits 
are outstanding. But few of the 
American works are recent and 
most of them are by professors. 
Common ground? Not much. 

Not unexpectedly, it's the Israeli 
exhibits that are charged with 
political and social overtones, 
with pointed references to peace, 
population displacement and 
poverty. The Ohio ones deal 
notably with glorious surround
ings but also manage to refer to 
reclamation and industrial detri
tus. Thankfully enough however, 
the main subject of this show is 
art. 

Easiest for me is to deal with the 
Israelis first. 

The entrance hall is dominated 
by a series of meticulous oil 
paintings by Larry Abramson
(b. 1954) that aren't landscapes at 
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Tsuba's innocent flora. Together, Ergas has made great strides as Cleveland Institute of Art, Holly abstraot expressionist landscapes scapes and a quintessential inter- this little gallery and deserve bet-
they make a powerful statement in a painter. Having solved the hues Morrison (b. 1959) shows of Valerie Shesko (b. 1947), par- state highway pit stop (the bril- ter, perhaps each well lit in an 
two quite different approaches to of depiction, she now needs to Facing North, a series of eight ticularly the coloration .of Last liantly brought off Restaurant enclosing frame of its own. 
the vexed questions of seeing and find a harmonic scale divorced photographs of the surface of Light, acrylic, 1988, a figurative Hill, oils, 1996) are amazingly 
perceiving something more than from the literal realism of local Lake Erie in different seasons. work that looks a bit like an well-handled. These virtuoso 
the observed view. They also jog color. The horizon line of water is also abstract Hartung. Her more lyri- paintings don't proclaim their 
awareness of how style can affect This separation has long been a key element of the river paint- cal Looking Back on the Little cleverly concealed composition 
our perceptions. What a pity these achieved by Moshe Gershuni (b. ings of Stephen Pentak (b. Miami River would not have and shy away from mere realism, 
two sets of highly charged works Israel 1936) and again here in his 1951 ), a professor of art at Ohio been out of place in a New even if works like Restaurant 

DOWN IN the entrance gallery 
Karin Eliyahu (b. 1971, studied 
at the Bezalel and Beit Berl) has 
done what students have been 
doing for decades: photographed 
highly colorful slum walls and 
doors in a way that imitates the 
principles of minimalist color
field painting. However her color 
prints and compositions are first 
class; some are so rich, one sus
pects they may have been digital
ly enhanced. Not that it matters. 
These clever photographs are 
delicious. (Jerusalem Artists 
House). All shows till April 11. 

are being shown in different striking series of five gestural, State. A fly fisherman with a spe- Horizons show in Tel Aviv. Hill sail close to the shores of 
rooms. Hanging them apart expressionist paintings of a cial feel for his elegaic subject Small virtually abstract min- illustration. It's worth going to 
destroys thyir polarity. strange flag flying above a brown matter in the great American out- malist oils by Vlada the show just to see Taylor's 

Two large panoramas rendered and gold hill. It's all suitably doors tradition, Pentak turns his Vukadinovic (b. 1952) some- delightfully alive paintings, 
with painterly efficiency by ambiguous. Is the white flag a recent oils into virtual abstrac- times appear to follow this acidic works totally devoid of angst. 
Yemima Ergas-Vroman are flag of surrender? And if so of tions, breaking up the eye-level coloration but the mysterious They appear suffused with plea
meticulously observed and in the what, for the flag sometimes water line to suggest breaks and grey one in the catalog is a sure in both looking and paint
Jerusalem one, full of broadly evokes a pair of pyjama pants. distance. Thin highlights run delight. The artist, an associate ing. 
handled details that are delicious Gershuni paints with his hands on along the horizonal banks and are professor at Akron, sometimes 
from closeup. This work is a his hands and knees, leaving his punctured at intervals by the near writes notes in his native Serb- UP IN the mezzanine gallery of 
sweeping view of that now large- personal mark in more ways than verticals of tree trunks cutting Croat across the bottom of his this venue are eerie items of 
ly restored former slum, the pie- one. 
turesque Nahlaot quarter, seen There's nothing ambiguous 
from the roof of the Supreme about an installtion by photogra
Court and painted as an almost phy teacher Yehoshua Glotman
cubist array of red-tiled roofs. (b. Israel, 1953) which consists of 

his misty shots taken along the 
wintry Lebanese border, a video 
clip and some hieratic lathe
turned wooden columns growing 
out of pots and meant to repre
sent Israel police batons made 
from a tree cut for this purpose
by a young Palestinian. Good 
grief! This installation is long on 
import, short on art. 

Paintings of fields in Galilee 
are by Alon Porat (b. 1951) who 
lives at Klil and is familiar with 
his subjects at ground level. 
Nevertheless his oils are in many 
passages overworked or over
finicky; they lack both breadth 
and a more interesting point of 
view. 

There's also a sound and image 
video presentation by poetry 
impresario Ilana Zuckerman,
made in various parts of 
Jerusalem; it wasn't yet operative 
when I visited the exhibit. 

THE MOST REMARKABLE 
contributions among the 
American exhibits are ingenious 
photographic collages of aban
doned industrial sites by 
Masumi Hayashi (b. 1945 in a 
wartime Arizona relocation camp 
for Japanese domiciled in 
America). Hayashi's panoramas 
are made up of dozens of 
polaroid-size color prints that 
recreate the image in multi-point 
perspective in a way I find more 
interesting than the pioneering 
efforts in this medium of Jan 
Dibbets and David Hockney. 
Hayashi's view exceed 360 
degrees horizontally and more 
than 180 degrees vertically. The 
most extraordinary collage is of a 
clay "road"composed in a way 
that enhances perspective depth. 
This work, dating from 1988, is a 
knockout. 

IN THE FRAME Angela Levine 

S 
ubject of a new exhibition is The
Roaring Lion of Tel Hai, Avraham
Melnikoff's homage to Joseph 

Trumpeldor and his five comrades who fell 
on March I, l920 in defence of the Jewish 
settlements in the Upper Galilee. 

When designing this monumental east
ward-facing figure carved from local stone, 
the Russian-born sculptor Melnikoff ( 1892-
1960) drew on archaic Assyrian sources. In 
doing so, he reflected the desire of artists 
and intellectuals of his time to create a local 
culture with ties to the Ancient East rather 
than to a West viewed by them as decadent. 

The photographs and documents brought 
together for this exhibition are grouped in 
sections. One illustrates the stage by stage 
implementation of Melnikoff's design ( 1928-
1934); another highlights the statue's shifting 
political and symbolic significance over the 
past 80 years. Emphasized too is the way the 
roaring lion motif has become part of the 
Israeli cultural ethos, surfacing in the work of 
other local artists as well as appearing as a 
commercial logo for Upper Galilee. 

Alongside a clutch of photographs depict
ing successive prime ministers posing 
against the background of Melnikoff's lion, 
a video film is being screened showing the 
late Yitzhak Rabin making a speech at the 
site. Giving his own twist to Trumpeldor's 
famous last words, he declares: "It is good 
to live for one's country." (Museum of 
Photography, Industrial Park, Tel Hai). 
Open all week except Fridays. 

.. 

Franz Bernheimer: drawing (Beit Gabriel on the Kinneret) 

With:ph_oto-s�ries .anc! texts· now mounted 
side by side, cu'rator Yael Katz Ben Shalom 
is aiming to .illumina�e disparities between 
the writers' .interpretations of these scenes 
and Jhe approach of the photographers for 
whom the picturesquejmpact or the need to 
fulfill some private agenda prevents them in 
many cases from facing up to the social 
realities· eiposed by their pictures. 
(Opening Saturday evening at 8.00 p.m. at 
the Bat Yam Museum of Art, 6 �truma) 

cosmic landscapes or anatomical drawings 
of bones and intestinal parts. While exhibi
tion curator Gabriel Ma'anit has mainly 
focused on sketches of. shapes or motifs 
related to these two types of drawings, he 
has also included examples of 
Bernheimer's sketches of nudes, whose 
clone-like features recall the mystical 
icons sculpted by Bauhaus teacher Oscar 
Schlemmer. (Beit Gabriel on the Kinneret) 
Till April I. 

OVER' . A 30-year period, Franz A WISHING WELL in the form of a huge 
Bernheimer ( 1911-1997), a h_igh!y regarded pot woven from palm fronds and fibers is 
professor at Haifa University's art depart- sited at the entrance to Magic and Humor,
ment, filled up more than 200 sketchbooks an installation devised by South African 
with virtuoso drawings sequentially devel- born artist Marlene Ferrer to illustrate the 
oping ideas and themes for larger and more theme that nature rather than man is the 
intricate compositions. Coinciding with the supreme artist. Among the objects that 
publication by the Bernheimer Fpundation Ferrer is displaying in her "coven" are a 
of a book containing 20 examples of these dress sewn from bark and dried weeds and 
sketch-book drawings chosen by his widow a floor piece of 500 potato tubers placed in 
Aliza, a larger selection is being shown in tumblers of water, the "magic" catalyst 
public for the first time. from nature which has the power to convert 

Larry Abramson: Lamed, from the Shalom series, oils and 
acrylics, 1998 (Jerusalem Artists House) 

r n another collage, a pic
turesque pond turns out to be 
toxic waste. Hayashi even finds 
beauty in the gigantic hangars of 

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND writers with a 
social conscience come together in The
Poor - The State - The Rich, an exhibition 
sponsored by the Forum of Art Museums. 
For this project writers and critics from var
ious disciplines (music, philosophy, history, 
psychology, etc) were handed archival pho
tographs depicting examples of social 
injustice in Israeli society and asked for 
their comments. The photo series included 
scenes inside a prison and a poodle groom
ing parlor; views of a Bedouin encampment 
and portraits of pre-teen girls posing in 
their bikinis alongside their private pool. 

Bernheimer's drawings are. i!llmediately a dormant environmental piece into a living 
recognizable. Characterized by a swirling· -·sculpture tha..l will alter during the course of 
baroque line constantly alternating in the exhibition. (The Studio Gallery, 179 
thickness, his strange forms suggest either Ahuza, Ra'anana) Till April 4. 




